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Introduction 
 
1. The Liverpool City Region Combined Authority welcomes the opportunity to provide evidence to the 

inquiry into major transport infrastructure projects.  This is important and timely in supporting the 
acceleration of sustainable, inclusive economic recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic, and in 
support of longstanding rebalancing and decarbonisation objectives. This response is submitted by 
the Mayor of the Liverpool City Region, on behalf of the Combined Authority. It was considered and 
endorsed by members of the Combined Authority‟s Transport Committee on 13 January 2021. 

 
2. The Liverpool City Region Combined Authority (LCRCA) was established in 2014 and Steve 

Rotheram became the City Region‟s first directly elected Metro Mayor in 2017; it brings together 
Liverpool City Region‟s six local authorities: Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, Sefton, St Helens and 
Wirral. The Combined Authority draws on powers and funds that were made available through the 
2015 Devolution Deal and follow-on deal in 2016. These powers include strategic transport planning 
across the City Region, alongside economic development and regeneration, housing and spatial 
planning, employment and skills. It also exercises powers over a devolved and consolidated multi-
year funding package.  

 
3. The LCRCA‟s goal is to drive prosperity, encourage innovation and expand opportunities for people 

and communities in every part of the city region. It will do this by becoming a clean, healthy and net 
zero carbon-emitting city region by 2040. 

 
 
Transport infrastructure strategy and priorities 
 

 The Government‟s transport infrastructure priorities, including those set out in the National 
Infrastructure Strategy;  

 the contribution transport infrastructure can make to the Government‟s „levelling-up‟ agenda and the 
economic growth of the UK‟s towns, cities and regions outside London;  

 to what extent the coronavirus pandemic and its longer-term implications affects the necessity and 
cost-effectiveness of current and future major transport infrastructure projects;  

 how major transport projects can be delivered while ensuring the Government meets its 
decarbonisation 2050 net-zero targets;   

 
4. The role of transport infrastructure in „levelling up‟ and supporting sustainable economic growth can 

draw from many precedents and is supported by an extensive evidence base.  In June 2014, when 
the then Chancellor unveiled initial plans for the Northern Powerhouse, it was aimed at helping to 
improve the economic performance of the North, which had a 25% economic performance gap with 
the rest of the country. Central to these plans were better transport connections across the North, 
recognising its potential as a polycentric region to make a step change in performance, helping to 
rebalance the economy, or “level-up”.  

 
5. A detailed evidence base1 has also been built around the role of transport infrastructure in spreading 

the benefits of HS2 across the North. This reflects the imbalance between levels of investment and 
connectivity in the north of England compared to the south and south west of the county. This also 
draws from the agglomeration benefits seen as a result of mass transit links in many European 
regions such as the Randstad in the Netherlands and the Rhine-Ruhr in Germany.   

                                                             
1
 The Northern Powerhouse Independent Economic Review – Final Executive Summary Report (June 2016) 

http://www.transportforthenorth.com/wp-content/uploads/Northern-Powerhouse-Independent-Economic-Review-
Executive-Summary.pdf 

http://www.transportforthenorth.com/wp-content/uploads/Northern-Powerhouse-Independent-Economic-Review-Executive-Summary.pdf
http://www.transportforthenorth.com/wp-content/uploads/Northern-Powerhouse-Independent-Economic-Review-Executive-Summary.pdf
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6. Delivery of both HS2 and full Northern Powerhouse Rail remain central to realising the vision of the 

Northern Powerhouse; meaning the complete Liverpool –> Manchester –> Sheffield/Leeds –> 
Hull/Newcastle network, since the growth of the North as a whole is at risk if only partial solutions 
are delivered. It is imperative that these two programmes are considered as an integrated whole to 
ensure the optimum connectivity and capacity is achieved.  The LCRCA has calculated the £15 
billion economic boost2 this would bring, yet the scheme remains at the options evaluation stage. 

 
7. Air quality, and its impact on public health, has not, historically, been a primary concern in the 

development of the Government‟s priority schemes. This is changing, which is welcome. The 
COVID-19 pandemic provides a stark reminder of the links between clean air and health3, and all 
aspects of society and the economy – a clear dependency, not a trade-off.  As an example of how 
this approach can be translated locally by Government, the Transforming Cities Fund offers 
significant levers for us to direct our support to approaches which foster environmentally sustainable 
transport, and to ensure that new sites for housing and employment are served by sustainable 
transport solutions which seek to improve health outcomes for local residents. By devolving the 
funds and powers from Coronavirus Bus Services Support Grant and Bus Services Operators Grant 
(reformed to incentivise green fuel – something that is long overdue) in a bus management package, 
local authorities would be afforded another significant lever to drive positive change in emissions 
and service consistency and quality.  

 
8. More generally, a long-term devolved, flexible funding package (including both capital and revenue 

components to fully achieve the desired the benefits) is essential to achieving meaningful transport 
reform, this should be based on a pro rata formula per head of population to ensure all areas are 
equitably funded if we are to genuinely “level up”. Too often funding levels are subject to change, 
lack transparency or are only available through a competitive bidding process, leading to inefficient 
“stop-start” activities rather than long-term structural change. This is exemplified by the 
announcement of the £4bn Levelling-up Fund; control of the fund sits with Westminster, and the 
requirement for local areas to submit competitive bids risks pitting areas against each other and 
does not hand power to communities, surely the central tenet of “levelling-up”.  

 
9. This long-term commitment is particularly relevant to major infrastructure projects, and most notably 

rail schemes, given the complex, costly and protracted gestation of such projects because of the rail 
industry structure. Whilst recognising the validity of Network Rail‟s processes for managing safety 
risk and cost escalation, it can take several years to reach project implementation, and the 
associated development costs in the early stages are in themselves not insubstantial.  

 
10. Perhaps one of the main challenges facing the LCR is Liverpool Central Station, which is close to 

capacity on the Northern Line platform and concourse area. As such, Liverpool Central is identified 
as a key priority for the City Region in taking forward any further improvements on the rail network. 
The LCRCA is currently undertaking a development review at Liverpool Central to fully understand 
the impact of the expected growth in rail demand. But if the funding is directed at “national priorities”, 
there is a danger that local schemes will lose out, despite the capacity improvements being an 
integral project to our post-pandemic Economic Recovery Plan4. 

 
11. The Select Committee will undoubtedly be looking to build on the evidence submitted for its recent 

calls for evidence on the Impact of Coronavirus on UK Transport, and Reforming Public Transport 
After the Pandemic.  There has been a disproportionate effect of the COVID-19 crisis across the UK. 
The financial impacts for many local authorities are stark and unsustainable and will inevitably have 
a significant bearing on post-COVID public transport reform. In respect of this, the focus must be on 
the serious financial and viability issues faced, and longer-term legacies and risks. The lack of 
available detail on the 2021-2022 transport funding package following the recent spending review is 
of deep concern, considering the tight timescales. Funding certainty is thus critical, to allow local 

                                                             
2
 LCRA’s economic evidence on the benefit of a new High Speed 2 and Northern Powerhouse link to Liverpool 

http://www.linkingliverpool.org/#keyfacts  
3
 Liverpool City Region Air Quality Action Plan, December 2020 - https://www.liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk/wp-

content/uploads/LCRCA-AIR-QUALITY-ACTION-PLAN-2020.pdf  
4
 Building Back Better (July 2020) 

 https://www.liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/LCRCA_BBB_2020.pdf 

http://www.linkingliverpool.org/#keyfacts
https://www.liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/LCRCA-AIR-QUALITY-ACTION-PLAN-2020.pdf
https://www.liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/LCRCA-AIR-QUALITY-ACTION-PLAN-2020.pdf
https://www.liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/LCRCA_BBB_2020.pdf
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authorities, the transport sector and contractors to be able to plan ahead with greater certainty and 
confidence. 

 
 
Appraisal and funding of transport infrastructure   
 

 The effectiveness of the Government‟s decision-making and appraisal processes for transport 
infrastructure projects and any changes required to the „Green Book‟; 

 
12. As the Select Committee will be aware, this year's spending review included some changes to the 

Green Book - which guides how business cases are put together. The key message was that this 
review would help business cases in the North and other areas outside the South East, and give 
more consideration to environmental impacts. This is to be welcomed. Overall, there are no 
significant changes to the mechanisms or calculations used, but the message that "a business case 
is not just about the Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR)" is reinforced. There is greater emphasis on the 
need for a business case to align with government objectives, its place-based impacts and 
deliverability, rather than the BCR alone.   

 
13. It is now critical that the improvements to the Green Book are translated to transport scheme 

appraisal, not least to ensure the intended benefits of the review are realised and to support 
schemes where there is a clear strategic argument for their need, but where the economic case 
shows a weaker performance. Likewise, the role of transport schemes in delivering transformational 
change, rather than in simply shifting economic activity across the UK, needs to be reflected more 
overtly.  A prime example locally of a strategically important scheme is the long overdue 
improvements to the Borderlands Line, running between Bidston in Wirral, England, and Wrexham 
to deliver much-needed improved frequency and connectivity. Whilst the business case is not 
necessarily the strongest, it is recognised for its economic importance in linking two mutually 
supportive enterprise zones (Deeside and Mersey Waters including Liverpool and Wirral Waters) 
and in supporting access to education, leisure and retail.  The role of these schemes in tackling car-
based commuting and supporting improved air quality and decarbonisation also need to be more 
clearly factored into the appraisal process, as fundamental or non-negotiable aspects rather than as 
additional benefits.  

 
14. Schemes that straddle national boundaries are particularly challenging. The biggest challenge when 

securing funds is when the investment in infrastructure lies in one nation, but most of the economic 
benefits will fall in another. This is exemplified by the £18.75m investment in the Halton Curve, 
linking the Chester-Warrington to Liverpool-Crewe lines at Frodsham Junction, but will ultimately 
improve links to Deeside Enterprise Zone and North Wales, and thereby boost the Welsh economy. 
Strong and effective partnership working is supporting the development of a robust demand study to 
improve service quality on the Borderlands Line. However, solutions will be dependent upon funds, 
and appraisal methodologies, being aligned across the separate administrations.  

 
 
Oversight, accountability and governance of transport infrastructure projects 
 

 The Government‟s role in the delivery of major transport infrastructure projects, including whether 
the Department for Transport has sufficient skills and expertise to oversee the successful delivery of 
transport infrastructure; 

 the relationship between the DfT and other Government departments and agencies, devolved 
administrations, and the private sector, in delivering major infrastructure projects; 

 
15. In October 2013 the Office for Rail Regulation set out Network Rail‟s funding, and expected outputs, 

for CP5 including a planned £11.5bn for infrastructure upgrades, or “enhancements”. By 25 June 
2015, the schemes were “costing more and taking longer” than forecast, and Sir Peter Hendy was 
commissioned to re-plan how this investment could be delivered. At the same time, Dame Colette 
Bowe was asked to consider the lessons to be learned from the planning process, and the practical 
steps that might be taken to ensure more effective future planning and delivery.  
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16. She concluded5 that there was no single overarching cause for the cost escalation and delays, with 
a number of issues contributing including the blurred lines of responsibility between DfT, Network 
Rail and the ORR, and inadequate internal programme and portfolio management, and the 
complexity of the portfolio of scheme, with poor scope definition, had led to cost increases.  Her 
recommendations called for DfT to be significantly more active in prioritising strategic objectives, 
allocating funding for schemes in the early stages of development, and introducing greater flexibility 
to adjust the programme in response to emerging pressures. She concluded that complex schemes 
should be subject to integrated governance frameworks, and reflect the whole-system requirements 
of such upgrades (including greater involvement of operators), and that project, programme and 
portfolio management practices should be introduced throughout the process; noting in particular the 
key issues of assurance, integration, and risk management.  

 
17. It could be inferred that these recommendations are reflected in the introduction of the Northern 

Transport Acceleration Council (NTAC). The LCRCA believes that this move does not negate the 
need for decision-making and budgets to be devolved to the north of England. Its overlap with 
Transport for the North is somewhat unclear, since devolution of budgetary control over the 
investment pipeline for northern strategic transport infrastructure was a prerequisite to the delivery of 
TfN‟s Strategic Transport Plan objectives. Little has been made public with respect to the workings 
of NTAC, and it would be helpful for the Select Committee to seek more transparency in its role and 
function and ask what parameters have been put in place to measure its success.  

 
18. In terms of looking at Governance, the Committee‟s attention should be drawn to a 2016 study6 

commissioned by the Infrastructure and Projects Authority which “provides further diagnostics on 
addressing common capability gaps that typically need to be enhanced, such as blurred governance 
structures, or lack of alignment between benefits and requirements.” The report says that effective 
project governance is critical to project success, and that: 

 

 5 of the 8 common causes of project failure identified by the OGC in 2005 are attributable to 
weak governance;  

 7 of the 10 common causes of confidence identified by the OGC in 2010 are attributable to good 
governance;  

 Following a review of 40 studies of government projects, the NAO developed guidance on 
Initiating Successful Projects (2011). It identifies 5 elements that are fundamental to successful 
project delivery of which establishing good governance underpins 3;  

 ICE Client Best Practice Guide (2009) cites establishing effective governance as one of six key 
responsibilities for client organisation;  

 PWC‟s 2012 Global study on Project Management trends identified that weak governance was 
the main contributor to project failure. 

 
19. For infrastructure projects, good governance is a balance between the natural desire of sponsor(s) 

to retain control, and the need of the delivery team to have sufficient freedom to allow it to manage 
the risk to meet the project objectives. It is characterised by:  

 

 a clear statement of the objectives and parameters for delivery between the sponsor(s) and the 
execution team including arrangements for remedy in the event of difficulty;  

 the project being sufficiently autonomous with a single controlling mind;  

 a clear system of delegation and determined process for timely decisions that fall outside the 
limits of delegation;  

 a determined process for controlling change;  

 a determined process for reporting and other communications between the sponsor(s) and 
execution team;  

 a collaborative culture and working relationship between sponsor(s) and execution team;  

                                                             
5
 Report of the Bowe Review into the planning of Network Rail’s Enhancements Programme 2014-2019 (November 2015) 

https://www.gov.uk/Government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/479560/bowe-review.pdf 
6
 Infrastructure and Projects Authority – Improving Infrastructure Delivery: Project Initiation Routemap -  

Governance Module  (June 2016) 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/529337/0643_Governa
nce_Module.pdf 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/479560/bowe-review.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/529337/0643_Governance_Module.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/529337/0643_Governance_Module.pdf
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 board members have sufficient understanding of the project context to make reasonable timely 
decisions (or seek advice to help them); and  

 a defined system for assurance at all levels. 
 

 
Factors influencing the cost of transport infrastructure in the UK   
 

 The reasons for continual high costs of major transport infrastructure projects, both past and 
present, and whether projects could potentially be delivered in a more cost-effective manner;  

 what lessons can be learned from other countries in the delivery of major transport infrastructure 
projects;  

 
20. A study7 published in 2016 has highlighted that while cost overruns and schedule delays on 

infrastructure projects are predictable – and in some cases avoidable, “International best practices 
suggest at least five remedies for these problems”: 

 

 Improved performance monitoring, reporting, and information sharing since data management is 
becoming increasingly sophisticated; 

 Tracking and rewarding the best-performing companies and contractors to ensure more 
predictable outcomes;  

 Staff overseeing megaprojects should be better trained in management skills such as enforcing 
contracts and resolving disputes;  

 Government should draw on more precise forecasting techniques based on data about previous 
projects;  

 Public-private partnerships can make it easier to control costs and enforce deadlines. 
 
21. This suggests that paying attention to project planning, being realistic not optimistic, and learning 

from past mistakes all have a role to play. But, as the Select Committee has alluded, it often falls to 
the project team having “enough capacity and the right skills” in the first place. 

 
22. With respect to inadequate pre-construction planning and/or site investigation, there are always risks 

on major projects particularly those that require extensive groundworks, although it is true that some 
projects may not invest adequate funding into thorough site/ground investigation prior to 
construction commencing, which will inevitably lead to additional material and delay costs. This can 
be mitigated by ensuring detailed design work is fully completed before tenders are issued and 
construction commences.  Whilst this does perhaps “state the obvious”, some projects commence 
before the design for latter stages are fully signed off, which can present unnecessary risk. 

 
23. Better use of the local supply chain for both labour, service provision and materials supply, is a key 

factor. Often, this is a result of either using pre-approved lists of contractors, or the local suppliers do 
not feature on the supply chain of the main contractor.  Not only can this add unnecessary cost, it us 
unsustainable to create lengthy journeys to deliver and export materials when the haulage costs 
could be significantly reduced. Authorities like the LCRCA also need to have clarity and security 
when accessing central government funds, so that suppliers and materials can be lined up 
accordingly and not lost to other projects.  

 
24. Finally, additional costs are expended through the independent reviews summarised above, and the 

procrastination over alternatives, despite the merits of an intervention being proven and clear.  
Whilst the evaluation of processes to learn lessons from mistakes of the past is vital and undisputed, 
the LCRCA is frustrated by detailed, time consuming and costly work underway to assess NPR 
options that are fundamentally inappropriate, or else fail to meet defined outputs and objectives (e.g. 
the detailed assessment of options to re-use the existing freight railway from Warrington to Liverpool 
via Fiddlers Ferry).  

 

                                                             
7 Cost Overruns on Infrastructure Projects: Patterns, Causes, and Cures (Matti Siemiatycki, 2016) 
https://munkschool.utoronto.ca/imfg/uploads/334/imfg_perspectives_no11_costoverruns_matti_siemiatycki.pdf 
 

https://munkschool.utoronto.ca/imfg/uploads/334/imfg_perspectives_no11_costoverruns_matti_siemiatycki.pdf
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Transport infrastructure capacity and skills   
 

 the extent to which there is enough capacity and the right skills within the UK to deliver the 
Government‟s transport infrastructure plans, and options to help address shortages in transport 
infrastructure skills. 

 
25. The extent to which the skills demand (employers and businesses) is matched with the supply 

(people, education and training provision) is determined by a range of factors. Of critical importance 
is the contextualisation of the Government‟s transport infrastructure plans with those of the rest of 
the economy and the sequencing and location of these; to a greater or lesser degree, many of the 
activities, workflows and processes for taking forward transport infrastructure projects will require 
people with the knowledge, skills and experience that are transferable to other areas of the economy 
and other sectors, and the impact this has.   

 
26. More specifically, as many large transport infrastructure projects are location biased, with a large 

number of major infrastructure schemes planned or in delivery in the south or south east, this 
creates a skills and labour imbalance.  This imbalance risks inhibiting the take-up of skilled trades or 
engineering opportunities in areas where demand for these skills is lower, or else requires skilled 
employees from typically northern towns and cities to seek employment elsewhere. This 
exacerbates the economic imbalance that exists across the UK and addressing this must be a 
fundamental aim of the „levelling up‟ agenda.   

 
27. There is also a need to recognise that investment in transport infrastructure skills includes suitable 

investment in operational aspects. To demonstrate this point, we ask the Select Committee to 
consider the LCRCA‟s project to deliver new rolling stock for the Merseyrail network, through a 
£460m investment by the LCRCA (due to be arriving in 2020, there will obviously be delays as a 
result of Covid-19.) The publicly-owned trains are being manufactured and maintained by Swiss 
manufacturer, Stadler, to a locally determined specification, in line with local network infrastructure 
upgrades and investment in a new fleet operational maintenance facility in Liverpool. Local 
management is working with Stadler to ensure that local staff have the knowledge to ensure safe 
and reliable running of the fleet from inception. Other rail companies investing in new rolling stock 
(specification largely determined by the DfT) have been inhibited by the skills and knowledge 
required to rectify issues only being available in the country of manufacturing origin - leading to 
operational failure and limits. 

  
28. Increasingly, logistics functions are integrated with Electronic Point of Sale (EPOS) transactions 

instigating logistics freight movements. Drivers need to be confident and skilled in their use of 
technology, and consideration needs to be made of the ageing workforce for HGV. Training 
resource is needed to bring fresh people into the sector. Pipelines can be established with fast food 
couriers being trained into supermarket home delivery roles, with opportunity to progress into HGV; 
this may need resourcing. 

 
29. The links between transport infrastructure and the visitor economy can often be overlooked in the 

consideration of the relationship between infrastructure and skills; the visitor economy is vital to the 
whole of the LCR and acts as a major driver of economic growth and prosperity. It is worth more 
than £4.2bn worth of GVA a year to our economy providing 52,000 jobs. The COVID-19 pandemic 
has had a devastating impact on the visitor economy and hospitality industry.  However, clean, 
effective and attractive transport services and new infrastructure are vital in supporting recovery, by 
opening opportunities for staff and visitors in ways that are not dependent on private transport.   

 
30. Finally, in terms of technology and related opportunities, the LCR is home to many hydrogen 

production sites including INOVYN, BOC Linde, ESSAR (Stanlow) and CF Fertilizers. As such, there 
is significant local hydrogen production capacity and ability within LCR (current and future) to fuel 
more than buses. The challenge is creating sufficient demand moving forward, i.e. increased 
willingness from suppliers to grow this area to meet customer demand. In addition, the growing 
adoption of electric vehicles has direct implications for physicists, chemists and manufacturing 
engineers working on fuel cell technology, but creates a wider demand for qualified electricians and 
construction skills to install charging points, and a new skill set for mechanics to repair and maintain 
electric vehicles. 


